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Mathematical Society "ARCHIMEDES" 

11000 Belgrade, Decanska no. 6 

Tel. (011) 3245-382 and 3245-383, 3245-383 Fax 

Account number: 170 -766 - 44 and 205 -11 047 - 24 

E-mail: archimed1@ eunet. rs    Internet:   www.arhimedes rs. 
Br. 5687/2014.                                                                                                                     Belgrade 20.09.2014 

NOTICE For young mathematicians 

International Mathematics Tournament of Towns 

              1. International Mathematics tirnir cities is a very prestigious and interesting mathematical competition which 
has since 1980. began to organize a group of enthusiasts from Moscow headed by prof. NN Constantine. Today in the 
Tournament of Towns included cities from around the world (over 100 cities) and that, after the International Mathematical 
Olympiad (IMO), the most important mathematical competition in the world. Unfortunately, Belgrade until the 1998 / 
99th was not involved in it (took part in Subotica, Novi Sad and other towns of the former Yugoslav republics). Given the 
reputation and success of young mathematicians Belgrade and the fact that Belgrade is one of the most famous 
mathematical gymnasium, the absence of Belgrade from the competition was surprising. There have been some attempts 
to Belgrade and on, but to no avail. Still, it came to red and then to such an obligation is assumed by KMM "Archimedes", 
which was in the fall in 1998. was entrusted to the Central Organizing Committee of the Tournament of cities with 
headquarters in Moscow. 
              School year 2013/2014. The City of Belgrade is in the tournament cities fifteenth time, of course, through the 
Mathematical Society "Archimedes" (previously: KMM "Archimedes"). Apart from Belgrade, during the past 25 years in 
this competition participated by students from several towns in Serbia (Subotica, Novi Sad, Nis, Valjevo, Kragujevac, FC). 

              2. Tournament of Towns is in many ways a specific competition: the time of the (takes place during the school 
year), the organization, the nature of tasks and their presentation. 
There are several stages: 

         Autumn cycle (circuit) with two phases (variant): a) basic and b) complex, in the form of classic competitions, which 
are held at intervals of a week or two, usually in October, the number of participants is limited; 
        • SPRING cycle (round), also with two phases (variant): a) basic and b) complex, in the span of a week or two weeks 
in late February-early March, the number of participants is limited; 

         Summer Conference (FINALE) Tournament of Towns, as a specific type of encounter students who have been 
successful in previous cycles of the tournament, with not even required to have participated in all of its phases. This is a 
successful combination of competition and Research (Scientific Conference for Youth), largely educational. The number 
of participants is limited (by invitation - based on prev. Results). 

        3. There are two categories of participants: younger (VII-VIII times. Primary and secondary schools and times) 
and older age (II-III times. Secondary schools). During the year can register and participate in new students who have 
not participated in the earlier stages of the tournament. If a student is involved in several stages, account him a better 
result. 

        4. At each stage in the fall and spring cycles Tournament of Towns solves tasks in their town, and the competition is 
conducted through the appropriate Organising Committee (Committee) and Jury tournament for the city. In all cities-
participants in the tournament, the organizers are obliged to adhere to the rules-guidelines that provides a central 
organizing committee, and Central Jury, headed by Professor Nikolai Nikolaevich Konstantinov. For Belgrade, the 
organizer of the MD "Archimedes". 

City jury can perform a preliminary review and assessment solutions for your city, and sent to Moscow to control 
checking and possible corrections only better solutions or somewhat larger number of solutions (proportional to the 
population of the city), and can be sent to the Central Jury for review and evaluation work all students. 

City may participate in one or both cycles (circuits). This also applies to students, with, for example, of two 
performances of students taking points from one that is more favorable for students. In addition to counting results 
(points) with three tasks that the student is best resolved. Score (points) for the city is calculated as the average score of 
the most successful students who defended the colors of the city, multiplied by a certain coefficient (which depends on 
the population of the city), in order to offset the advantage based on the size of the city. 

       5. Tasks are very substantial and beautiful, as a rule, non-standard, with elements of a research character, which is 
typical for tasks (problems) in the final (summer) conference tournament cities. With each task according to the number of 
credits that reflect the gravity of the task. Each variant (base, comprehensive) has two sets of tasks: for 

8  9th class (younger age, which roughly corresponds to our VII-VIII times. elementary school and high school I edited) 

and 10  11 class (older age, corresponding to our II-III times. gymnasium or other secondary schools). For students 
of VII and VIII times. PS II and edited. high school or other secondary schools number of points multiplied by the 
corrective coefficient 3/2, 4/3 and 5/4 (in that order). Assignments students write in their native language. 

         6. After the end of the spring cycle (round), and no later than the end of the school year, the most successful 
contestants receive awards graduate degrees awarded by the Central Organizing Committee of the tournament.Organiza-
cation Committee of the Tournament of Towns in Belgrade, in turn, through the "Archimedes", also awarded their prizes 
(with degrees) and praise. 

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=sr&prev=_t&sl=sr&tl=en&u=http://www.arhimedes.rs
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         7. What is Summer Conference (finals) Tournaments cities? 
"Conference" International Mathematics Tournament of Towns does not look like a real scientific 

conference. There is "plenary" press, "working sessions" ... It is a kind of informal meeting, specifically competition, which 

centarlno jury invites students (by pravulu, I  III r. Secondary schools) who were the most successful in the above-
mentioned fall and spring cycles Tournament of Towns (as a whole, in a cycle or even phase date). The Summer 
Conference is usually around 100 participants (including members of the jury and guests). The conference is held in 
various cities (mostly in Russia) at the beginning of August and lasts for ten days. 

On the "conference" to introduce students to actively mathematical creativity. The international jury gives them 
interesting and not easy tasks (namely, problems-issues with multitasking-require), often investigative type.The story of 
the individual tasks grew into a lecture and presentation tasks to spend a few hours (even a day or two). Organizationally, 
the process of solving the problems takes place in a rather free-form: the resolution is given plenty of time (several days), 
a solution can be individual or group (the group may even be competitors from different cities). Written solutions are given 
in two terms (preliminary and final). Solutions are reviewed and assessed the degree of students' progress in solving this 
or that task. Of course, the most successful following awards. In this way, the aim is to include the most capable students 
in solving problems of research in character. However, there remains time for active recreation, support programs and 
socializing. Usually organizes a seminar for leaders of the team. Working languages of the "conference" are Russian and 
English. Good tradition of these conferences is fast and skilled work of the jury. 

Almost everything that is related to the tournament cities, including summer conference, to be found out on the 
web at: www. Turgor.ru or www.mccme / olimpiads 

8. Performance of Belgrade in the past fourteen tournament cities, including summer conference was very 
successful. And that there are more detailed statements (reports), and can be seen on our website at:www.arhimedes.rs 

9. During the school year 2013/2014. held the XXXV International Mathematics Tournament 
of Towns, where Belgrade is also involved. About this, ie. the implementation plan 35 Tournament of Towns, 
"Archimedes" is published proper notice, which can be seen from the above mentioned web site: www.arhimedes.rs 

Tournament of Towns is open to all students interested in math-lovers, no matter what school and what additional 
courses attended. Therefore, we invite interested students to apply, a primarily student I, II and III grade, and 
students seventh and eighth grade elementary school! Here we note that the student can participate in both cycles (fall, 
spring), and the series - in both or only one phase (variant), and his account is more favorable rerzultat derived. 

Copies of tasks with several previous tournaments can be obtained in the "Archimedes" or can be 
downloaded from our website. 

All necessary information is available and sign up for the tournament to fill in the "ArhiM-desu" Decanska no. 6, 
each day up to 20 h. Applications will be accepted until the day of the competition. 

Young mathematicians an opportunity to defending the colors of Belgrade, prove themselves to resolve fine tasks 
and shown success in receiving adequate recognition of (one or more), depending on the success of the show. 

Welcome to the International Mathematics Tournament of Towns! 
For ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 
Tournament of Towns City of Belgrade: 

                                                            Bogoljub Marinkovic, prof.  

 
 
 
    Appointment reminder individual phases XXXV Tournament of Towns:  
    Autumn cycle: The base version 13.10.2013, complex version 27.10 .. 2013th  
    SPRING SERIES: The base version 2.16.2014, complex version 3.2.2014).  
    Assignments lasts 4-5 hours (base variant) and 5 hours (complex version). 
    Početak je uvek u 14 časova. Održava se u "Arhimedesu" (Beograd, Dečanska 6).     

 
 
 

Since the departure of students for the Summer Conference (finals) Tournaments cities in early August of 2014. The MS 
"Archimedes" has allocated funds to be that departure will depend on whether and to what extent the Ministry of Education, 
Science and tehnological development contribute to the costs of the tournament. Otherwise, the cost of maintaining the 
autumn and spring circuit (phase 4) Tournaments cities in Belgrade during the school year will paz "Archimedes" from 
contributions / help of its members and associates.            
 


